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Editorial Headnote: President Richard M. Nixon and NASA Administrator James C. Fletcher announced the Space Shzittle 
,program had receivedjinal approval in San Clemente, California, on 5 January 1972. 

The Statement by President Nixon, 5 January 1972. 

I have decided today that the United States should proceed at once with the development of an entirely new type of space 
transportation system designed to help transform the space frontier of the 1970's into familiar territory, easily accessible for human 
endeavor in the 1980's and '90's. 

This system will center on a space vehicle that can shuttle repeatedly from Earth to orbit and back. It will revolutionize transportation 
into near space, by routinizing it. It will take the astronomical costs out of astronautics. In short, it will go a long way toward 
delivering the rich benefits of practical space utilization and the valuable spinoffs fiom space efforts into the daily lives of Americans 
and all people. 

The new year 1972 is a year of conclusion for America's current series of manned flights to the Moon. Much is expected from the 
two remaining Apollo missions - in fact, their scientific results should exceed the return from all the earlier flights together. Thus they 
will place a fitting capstone on this vastly successfd undertaking. But they also bring us to an important decision point - a point of 
assessing what our space horizons are as Apollo ends, and of determining where we go from here. 

In the scientific arena, the past decade of experience has taught us that spacecraft are an irreplaceable tool for learning about our 
near-Earth space environment, the Moon, and the planets, besides being an important aid to our studies of the Sun and stars. In 
utilizing space to meet needs on Earth, we have seen the tremendous potential of satellites for international communications and 
world-wide weather forecasting. We are gaining the capability to use satellites as tools in global monitoring and management of nature 
resources, in agricultural applications, and in pollution control. We can foresee their use in guiding airliners across the oceans and in 
bringing TV education to wide areas of the world. 

However, all these possibilities, and countless others with direct and dramatic bearing on human betterment, can never be more than 
fractionally realized so long as every single trip from Earth to orbit remains a matter of special effort and staggering expense. This is 

'- why commitment to the Space Shuttle program is the right step for America to take, in moving out from our present beach-head in 
the sky to achieve a real working presence in space - because the Space Shuttle will give us routine access to space by sharply 
reducing costs in dollars and preparation time. 
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The new system will differ radically kom all existing booster systems, in that most of this new system will be recovered and used 
again and again - up to 100 times. The resulting economies may bring operating costs down as low as one-tenth of those present 
launch vehicles. - 
The resulting changes in modes of flight and re-entry will make the ride safer, and less demanding for the passengers, so that men 
and women with work to do in space can "commute" aloft, without having to spend years in training for the skills and rigors of 
old-style space flight. As scientists and technicians are actually able to accompany their instruments into space, limiting boundaries 
between our manned and unmanned space programmes will disappear. Development of new space applications will be able to 
proceed much faster. Repair or servicing of satellites in space will become possible, as will delivery of valuable payloads &om orbit 
back to Earth. 

The general reliability and versatility which the Shuttle system offers seems likely to establish it quickly as the workhorse of our 
whole space effort, taking the place of all present launch vehicles except the very smallest and very largest. 

NASA and many aerospace companies have carried out extensive design studies for the Shuttle. Congress has reviewed and 
approved this effort. Preparation is now sufficient for us to commence the actual work of construction with full confidence of 
success. In order to minimize technical and economic risks, the space agency will continue to take a cautious evolutionary approach 
in the development of this new system. Even so, by moving ahead at this time, we can have the Shuttle in manned flight by 1978, 
and operational a short time later. 

It is also significant that this major new national enterprise will engage the best efforts of thousands of highly skiIled workers and 
hundreds of contractor fums over the next several years. The amazing 'technology explosion' that has swept this country in the years 
since we ventured into space should remind us that robust activity in the aerospace industry is healthy for everyone - not just in jobs 
and income, but in the extension of our capabilities in every direction. The continued pre-eminence of America and American 
industry in the aerospace field will be an important part of the Shuttle's 'payload'. 

Views of the Earth from space have shown us how small and fragile our home planet truly is. We are learning the imperatives of 
universal brotherhood and global ecology learning to think and act as guardians of one tiny blue and green island in the trackless 
oceans of the Universe. This new program will give more people more access to the liberating perspectives of space, even as it 
extends our ability to cope with physical challenges of Earth and broadens our opportunities for international cooperation in low-cost, 

, multi-purpose space missions. 

'We must sail sometimes with the wind and sometimes against it', said Oliver Wendell Holmes, 'but we must sail, and not drift, nor 
lie at anchor'. So with man's epic voyage into space - a voyage the United States of America has led and still shall lead. 

Statement by Dr. Fletcher, NASA Administrator. 

As indicated in the President's statement, the studies by NASA and the aerospace industry of the Space Shuttle have now reached 
the point where the decision can be made to proceed into actual development of the Space Shuttle vehicle. The decision to proceed, 
which the President has now approved, is consistent with the plans presented to and approved by the Congress in NASA's FY 1972 
budget. 

The decision by the President is a historic step in the nation's space program - it will change the nature of what man can do in space. 
By the end of this decade the nation will have the means of getting men and equipment to and from space routinely, on a moment's 
notice if necessary, and at a small fraction of today's cost. This will be done within the framework of a useful total space program of 
science, exploration, and applications at approximately the present overall level of the space budget. 

The Space Shuttle will consist of an aircraft-like orbiter, about the size of a DC-9. It will be capable of carrying into orbit and back 
again to Earth useful payloads up to I 5  ft. in diameter by 60 ft. long, and weighing up to 65,000 lb. Fuel for the orbiter's 
liquid-hydrogen / liquid-oxygen engines will be carried in an external tank that will be jettisoned in orbit. 

The orbiter will be launched by an unmanned booster. 

The orbiter can operate in space for about a week. The men onboard will be able to launch, service, or recover unmanned 
spacecraft; perform experiments and other useful operations in Earth orbit; and farther in the future resupply with men and 
equipment space modules which themselves have been brought to space by the Space Shuttle. When each mission has been - completed, the Space Shuttle will return to Earth and land on a runway like an airplane. 

There are four main reasons why the Space Shuttle is important and is the right step in manned space flight and the US space 
program. 
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The Shuttle is the only meaninghl new manned space program which can be accomplished on a modest budget; 
It is needed to make space operations less complex and less costly; - It is needed to do useful things, and 
It will encourage greater international participation in space flight. 

On the basis of today's decision, NASA will proceed as follows; 

This spring we will issue a request for prospective contractors. This summer we will place Space Shuttle under contract and 
development work will start. Between now and about the end of February, NASA and our contractors will focus their study efforts 
on technical areas where further detailed information is required before the requests for contractor proposals can be issued. These 
areas include comparisons of pressure-fed liquid and solid rocket motor options for the booster stage. 
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